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ABSTRACT: The need for wearable electronic devices continues to grow,
and the research is under way for stretchable fiber-type sensors that are
sensitive to the surrounding atmosphere and will provide proficient
measurement capabilities. Currently, one-dimensional fiber sensors have
several limitations for their extensive use because of the complex structures
of the sensing mechanisms. Thus, it is essential to miniaturize these
materials with durability while integrating multiple sensing capabilities.
Herein, we present an ultrasensitive and stretchable conductive fiber sensor
using PdNP networks embedded in elastomeric polymers for crack-based
strain and H2 sensing. The fiber multimodal sensors show a gauge factor of
∼2040 under 70% strain and reliable mechanical deformation tolerance
(10,000 stretching cycles) in the strain-sensor mode. For H2 sensing, the
fiber multimodal sensors exhibit a wide sensing range of high sensitivity:
−0.43% response at 5 ppm (0.0005%) H2 gas and −27.3% response at 10% H2 gas. For the first time, we demonstrate highly
stretchable H2 sensors that can detect H2 gas under 110% strain with mechanical durability. As demonstrated, their stable
performance allows them to be used in wearable applications that integrate fiber multimodal sensors into industrial safety clothing
along with a microinorganic light-emitting diode for visual indication, which exhibits proper activation upon H2 gas exposure.

KEYWORDS: fiber-type multimodal sensor, hydrogen sensors, strain sensors, stretchable electronics, wearable electronics

■ INTRODUCTION

Wearable fiber-type electronic devices have low weight,
flexibility, and conformable characteristics and have attracted
increasing research attention.1−3 Currently, researchers have
focused on the miniaturization and versatility of the materials
while maintaining mechanical reliability under various types of
deformations (e.g., bending, distortion, and stretching).
Current one-dimensional wearable device structures4,5 require
a combination of electrically conductive components and
elastic fibrous matrices so that the devices will maintain
essential flexibility and stretchability.6 In terms of conductive
materials, carbon nanotubes,7,8 graphene,9,10 hydrogels,11,12

and metal-based nanoparticles (NPs)13,14 or nanowires
(NWs)15,16 are used as conductive networks in these flexible
matrices. Moreover, electrodes comprising metal nanostruc-
tures embedded in polymer matrices have high stretchability
while maintaining key electrical properties.6

Owing to its low resistivity, high ductility, and malleability,
Pd is a metal that is widely used in catalysts,17−19 H2 storage
devices,20−22 and other electronic devices.23−29 It also has
excellent H2 absorption capacity compared to other metals. In
particular, Pd has a metal-lattice volume expansion property

when compounded with H2 molecules.30 PdHx compounds
formed by the combination of Pd and H2 molecules have low
electrical conductivity compared with Pd particles alone.31 In
this regard, flexible H2 sensors using Pd can be developed by
combining the characteristics of particle-to-particle distance
control and by changing particle conductivity. Furthermore,
research studies related to combining Pd nanostructures by
inducing mechanical strain significantly enhance their sensor
sensitivity with elasticity.32−35 Noh and co-workers demon-
strated a flexible H2 sensor with nanogaps in a Pd thin film by
sputtering on a prestretched poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
substrate.36 In this research, Pd nanocracks were generated by
stretching and releasing of Pd/PDMS to investigate the gas-
detection properties of elastic devices. Kim et al. proposed
flexible H2-sensing platforms using yarn spun polyacrylonitrile
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(PAN) polymer nanofiber-coated Pd layers and thin-over-
layered Pt.37 The simply fabricated sensors were flexible and
free-standing single-strand yarn scaffolds having nanograined
Pd and nanogaps. However, since the Pd-sensing materials
were deposited onto elastic substrates, the mechanical stability
was inadequate, and the H2 sensors were not stretchable
enough. In addition, flexible sensors that simultaneously detect
H2 and measure mechanical deformation using Pd have been
under-researched, despite the urgency that we integrate
stretchable fiber H2 sensors that are easily elongated into
textiles and clothes for the real-time detection of H2 gas.
In this research, we propose a sensitive and stretchable

conductive fiber sensor using PdNP networks embedded in
elastomeric polymers for crack-based multisensors38,39 that
strain and H2 gas sensing. A simple two-step chemical solution
process is used to fabricate the sensor at room temperature,
resulting in a polyurethane (PU) fiber embedded with PdNPs.
The fiber multimodal strain sensor shows a gauge factor (GF)
of ∼2040 under 70% strain and reliable mechanical
deformation tolerance (10,000 stretching cycles). As a gas
sensor, the fiber detects H2 gas by measuring the change in the
electrical resistance of the PdNPs in the fiber without
interconnecting other devices. The developed fiber sensor
exhibits high response to electrical resistance (−27.3%) at 10%
H2 gas, a wide range detection of 5 ppm (0.0005%) to 10% H2
at room temperature, and response and recovery times of 30 s
each. In terms of the simultaneous sensing of stretching and
gas-sensing properties, the sensing range of the H2 gas

response was remarkably maintained under the conditions of
up to 110% strain. To demonstrate the H2 gas-sensitive fiber,
we integrate a fiber multimodal sensor and a microinorganic
light emitting diode (μ-ILED) device as a visualized indicator
to warn a human wearer about H2 gas leakage and to show its
great application potential as a smart safety device.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fabrication of Multimodal Fiber Sensors Using a
Simple Solution Process. Figure 1a illustrates the fabrication
process of the highly sensitive and stretchable conductive fiber
multimodal sensor. To fabricate highly sensitive fiber sensors,
it is essential to absorb the Pd precursor into stretchable fibers
and to reduce the absorbed Pd precursor into PdNPs to form
the connecting network in the fibers. A commercial multifila-
ment PU fiber was immersed in a 20 wt % Pd trifluoroacetate
(PdTFA) solution in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 30 min.
Trifluoroacetate anion (CF3COO

−)-based metal precursors
were used for silver-based conductive fibers, owing to the
resulting ion−dipole interaction with the hydroxyl groups
(−OH) of the alcoholic solvent that leads to higher
efficiency.14 The fiber was then dried in air for 10 min
followed by immersing in diluted hydrazine hydrate (N2H4·
xH2O) as a reducing agent. After 10 min, the fiber was rinsed
in deionized water and dried again in air. Using this fabrication
procedure, the Pd precursor was highly absorbed onto the
surface of the fiber, which resulted in high-density PdNP

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process of the fiber multimodal sensor. (b) Photograph of a 50% strained fiber multimodal sensor. (c)
SEM image of the fiber. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of the fiber. (e) EDS analysis of a single fiber filament. (f) FTIR analysis of a bare fiber and
a PdTFA swollen fiber.
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formation on the surface. Figure 1b displays a photograph of a
50%-strained fiber multimodal sensor. The original color of the
PU fiber (white) turned black because of the reduction process
of the Pd precursor into PdNPs (Figure S1), and the
stretchability of fiber was maintained (Movie S1). Figure 1c
shows typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
obtained from the fiber multimodal sensor without applying
strain. This fiber sensor comprised multiple filaments whose
diameter was approximately 35 μm. The magnified surface
shows a smooth morphology comprising small PdNPs having
an average size of approximately 20 nm, which agrees well with
the estimated particle size of ∼20.07 nm, found using the
Scherrer equation via X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure S2). A
cross-sectional SEM image of the multifilament fiber and its
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were measured to
observe the distribution of PdNPs in the fiber, as shown in
Figure 1d,e, respectively. The average component ratio of Pd
in the fabricated fiber from the EDS analysis was 18.25%,
which is consistent with the 17.4 wt % obtained via the
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) results (Figure S3).
However, the Pd content on the shell was 67.6 wt % and
abruptly decreased to 12.6 wt % at a 7.4 μm depth from the
shell and to 8.9 wt % at 13.8 μm, as shown in Figure 1e. To
confirm the sufficient absorption of the Pd precursor, Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements were
conducted on the as-received PU fiber and the PdTFA-
absorbed fiber. The results are presented in Figure 1f. The new
peaks in the PdTFA-absorbed fiber were compared with the as-
received PU fiber at 1147 and 1188 cm−1, demonstrating that
the asymmetric stretching vibrations of the C−F bonds in the
Pd precursor represent the complete absorption of the Pd
precursor into the fibers.13 Different constituent proportions of
Pd from the core and shell of the fiber were observed in the
SEM image, differing from previous results that had a wider
distribution of NPs throughout the fiber.15,40 Because IPA was
used as a solvent and according to the Hansen solubility

parameter,41 the PU fiber has a higher swelling ratio that leads
to more abundant PdNPs on the shell than in the core.42 The
detailed data of the PdNP distribution are described in the
Supporting Information.

Electrical and Mechanical Properties of Fiber Multi-
modal Sensors. PdNP-embedded stretchable fiber has
different electrical and mechanical properties depending on
the number of Pd precursor solution process cycles.40 In
Figure 2a, the initial conductivity of the fiber is 260.1 S/m, and
as the number of reduction cycles increases, the conductivity of
the fiber increases, owing to the formation of a PdNP shell on
the outside of the fiber. When the number of reduction cycles
exceeds four, the electrical conductivity path of the PdNP shell
is maintained during the reduction process without increasing.
Thus, the conductivity of the fiber converges at about 1.3 ×
104 S/m. The mechanical rupture strain, as opposed to
conductivity, tends to decrease as the number of reduction
cycles increases (Figure 2b). The developed fiber should be
able to withstand mechanical deformations in the 55% range
induced by human movement.43 As the PdNP that is formed
inside the fiber increases with the number of reduction cycles,
they break the elastomer connections and weaken the
polymeric bonds in the fiber. However, the mechanical
stretchability of the fiber is good enough to cover the strain-
sensing range of the fiber strain sensor. When the fiber
multimodal sensor is first stretched, cracks are generated in the
PdNP shell, creating electrical and mechanical hysteresis
properties during the first stretching and releasing cycle. As a
result of measuring the mechanical hysteresis while increasing
the strain from 10 to 110% of the fiber sensor fabricated via
two solution-process cycles, the tendency of hysteresis appears
constant, as shown in Figure 2c. Figure 2d shows the relative
changes of the electrical resistance of the fiber multimodal
sensor as a strain sensor. In the strain sensor mode, the fiber
multimodal sensor shows a steep increase in electrical
resistance with increasing strain and has a large GF in the

Figure 2. (a) Electrical conductivity of the fiber multimodal sensor according to the cycles of the solution process of Pd ions. (b) Stress−strain
curve of the fiber multimodal sensor fabricated with 1−5 solution-process cycles of Pd ions. (c) Stress−strain curves of the fiber multimodal sensor
for 0−110% strains, showing mechanical hysteresis according to the strains of the fiber. (d) Relative change in the electrical resistance of the fiber
for tensile strain. The inset graphs show the relative changes in the electrical resistance of the fiber for strain within the range of 0−10 and 30−40%,
respectively. (e) Electrical resistance of the fiber multimodal sensor to the repeated strains of 10% during 10,000 cycles. The inset graph shows the
range of stretching numbers between 0 and 5000. (f) Relative change in the electrical resistance of the fiber after sufficient stretching cycles.
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low strain range, because the resistance change is large, even
with small strain changes. The GF of the strain sensor,
obtained from the slope of the graph in Figure 2d, is generally
defined as GF = δ((R − R0)/R0)/δε, where R and R0 indicate
the electrical resistance with and without tensile strain ε,
respectively. The strain sensor exhibited a large GF of ∼2041
at a strain range within 65−75%, compared with a GF of ∼178
at a strain range within 30−40%, which is about 11 times
different. This indicates that the tensile strain can be measured
sensitively and precisely by the fiber strain sensor, even in a
low-strain-sensing range. The response change during the
stretching cycle shows that the difference in the electrical
resistance change between stretching and releasing is
negligible. During repeated stretching, more cracks are formed
and electrical resistance increases continuously. Eventually,
when the Pd cracks on the fiber surface converge via repeated
stretching, the response via fiber strain increases even more.
The conductive path of the fiber is much more susceptible to
cracks in the outer PdNP shell of the fiber because PdNPs are
formed more than 6 times on the inside of the fiber than on
the outside. Figure 2e shows the electrical resistance
measurement after stretching 10,000 cycles with a 10% strain.
Initially, as the numbers of stretches increase, the difference

between electrical resistances during stretching and releasing
gradually increases. After 2000 stretching cycles, it shows a
stable resistance difference. This indicates that the response of
the same strain increases as the electrical resistance of the fiber
increases until the crack formation in the PdNP shell
converges. Then, the fiber acquires a stable operation. After
convergence, we measured the electrical properties of the fiber
strain (Figure 2f). The fiber multimodal sensor as a strain
sensor showed a negligible hysteresis after repeated stretching.
Thus, it has high elasticity and durability. The fiber after
repeated stretching shows a significant GF of ∼972 at 30−40%
strain range and a GF of ∼5458 at 45−55% strain. As the
conductivity of the fiber is greatly influenced by the connection
between the cracks of the Pd shells, the resistance change of
the fiber due to strain becomes larger than before. This
improves fiber strain sensor performance by more than 5 times
at a low strain range, compared with the initial stretching cycle.
Although the strain-sensing range has decreased, the sensor
with numerous crack formations has high GF and is suitable
for use as a H2 sensor.

Characterization of H2-Gas-Sensing Properties under
Strain. To investigate the H2-gas-sensing performance of the
fiber multimodal sensor, the electrical properties of the

Figure 3. (a) Distance between Pd atoms in the original state and the Pd hydride state. (b) Structure of the conducting network regarding PdNPs
and PdHxNPs. (c) Responses of the fiber multimodal sensor fabricated by IPA and MeOH solvent. (d) Repeatability of the fiber multimodal sensor
upon loading/unloading of 4% H2. (e) Real-time behavior of a normalized reaction for 4% H2 and air exposure showing response and recovery
times. (f) Response and recovery times as functions of H2 concentration. (g) Response of the 0−110% strained sensor for 10% to 5 ppm (0.0005%)
H2 gas. (h) Plots of sensor response for 0−110% strain as a function of H2 concentration.
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fabricated fiber were analyzed according to many aspects. The
dense PdNP network in the outer shell formed a conducting
network that is closely related to H2 gas sensitively. The
conductivity of the PdNP/PU composite could thus be
calculated using the 3D percolation theory as follows:

σ σ= −V V( )s
0 f c (1)

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the PdNP/PU
composite, σ0 is the conductivity of the PdNP, Vf is the

volume fraction of the PdNP, Vc is the volume fraction at the
percolation threshold, and s is the critical exponent. In Figure
3a,b, pure Pd has a lattice constant of 3.889 Å. However, when
it is exposed to H2 gas, the H atoms are incorporated into the
surface of the Pd layer, resulting in the formation of a
semiconducting Pd hydride (β-PdHx) having a lattice constant
of 4.025 Å.23 As the size of Pd particles increases, the
connection of particles forms more conducting paths on the
surface of the fiber, and the resistance lowers in terms of the

Figure 4. SEM image of a fiber multimodal sensor (a) exposed to H2 gas and (b) under 50% strain after being exposed to H2 gas. (c) PdNP/PU
composite shell and crack length as a function of the applied strain. (d) SEM image of a crack showing nonuniform length. (e) Schematic showing a
simplified circuitry model for the H2 sensing mechanism. (f) FEM simulation of the current density for the shell at 0 and 20% strain in air and H2.
(g) 4% H2 gas response of the fiber multimodal sensor up to 70% strains with theoretical fitting and FEM simulation results. (h) SEM image of a
fiber multimodal sensor under 100% strain after exposure to H2 gas. (i) Schematic of the crack structure and electrical paths in air and H2 gas for
low and high strain of fibers. (j) 4% H2 gas response of the fiber multimodal sensor under 40−110% strains with the theoretical fitting.
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structure. However, PdHx has a resistivity 1.9 times higher than
that of pure Pd,31 which leads to increased resistance,
depending on the properties of Pd particles. This contradictory
effect has a trade-off according to the Pd volume fraction. To
maximize the resistance response of Pd when H2 gas is applied,
Pd particles should be formed more in the shell of the fiber
than in the core to make it more sensitive. This hypothesis was
directly confirmed by the SEM image of fibers, which
compared alcoholic solvents used in the precursor solution
(Figure 3c and Figure S4). The sensor response was defined as

=
−

Response (%) ,
R R

R
H2 Air

Air
where RAir and RH2

are the

resistances of the fiber before and after H2 exposure,
respectively. The fiber fabricated using an IPA solvent had a
−27.3% response and that using a MeOH solvent had a 12.3%
response (Figure S5). We have chosen IPA due to more stable
and reproducible results under repeated mechanical strain, as
opposed to the ones obtained when using samples where
MeOH was employed. The calculation value of the H2 gas
response based on eq 1 and the interparticle distance model
was about −27.0%: almost the same as the response value of
the fiber sensor. A detailed calculation is shown in the
Supporting Information.
To characterize H2 gas sensing using a fiber multimodal

sensor, we measured using an initial channel length of 2 cm
inside a gas chamber. Figure 3d shows the response of a sample
when exposed to air and 4% H2 for 15 cycles. When the fiber
was exposed to H2, the resistance decreased and recovered
under air with high reproducibility. Figure 3e shows the
normalized response and recovery of a fiber exposed to 4% H2
and recovered under air. Both the response and the recovery
showed an initial fast reaction followed by slow relaxation. The
response time is defined as the time required for the
normalized resistance to change from −10 to −90% and vice
versa for recovery time. The response time was 32.2 s, and the
recovery time was 36.7 s in the given example. Figure 3f shows
the response and recovery times when the H2 concentration
changes. Both response and recovery times increased at low H2
concentrations. This can be explained by the reduced
adsorption rate of H2 on Pd at low H2 concentrations
according to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm.44 The fiber
showed a stable response and recovery time because of
nanocracks in Pd shells. When the sample was strained at 0−
110% strain, the base resistance increased but maintained a
stable response. The samples were also exposed to a wide
range of H2 concentrations starting from 5 ppm (0.0005%) to
10%, as shown in Figure 3g. The sensor exhibited a wide
detection range under no strain and the response of 10% and 5
ppm H2 was approximately −27.3 and −0.75%, respectively.
When the fiber was strained, some decrease was noticed in the
response at 0−70% strain and a slight increase at 70−110%
strain. However, a wide range of responses persisted (detailed
analysis is presented in Figure 4). Figure 3h shows the
calculated response values versus H2 concentration for various
strains (0, 10, 40, 70, and 110%). The sensor became gradually
less sensitive up to 70% strain. However, the response of the
sensor increases at 110% strain. The sensor response shows a
rapid change at H2 concentrations below a 2% range and shows
a saturated response at H2 concentrations over 4%. Also, the
sensor could effectively detect H2 gas leakage below its
minimum flammable range, which is 4%.45 It should be noted
that the miscible gap generally found in Pd-based fiber sensors
was not observed.46 The miscible gap in the H2 pressure−

composition isotherm can be narrowed when PdNPs are used,
owing to their large surface area,47 which results in curves
similar to other H2 gas sensors that use networked nanoscale
Pd.48,49 The tensile strain applied to the fiber sensor under an
H2 environment can be readily compensated by additionally
using the fiber strain sensors reported previously.40

Pd Crack-Based Multimodal Sensing Mechanism. The
difference between the sensor response versus strain can be
attributed to the geometrical effect. Figure 4a shows an SEM
image for the fiber multimodal sensor after exposure to H2.
Some cracks were observed, although the fiber was not
strained. Previous reports show that the expansion of Pd thin
films can lead to crack generation caused by strain local-
ization.50 The volume of PdNPs increases when they are
exposed to H2, leading to an increase in PdNP/PU volume,
which can generate cracks. Figure 4b shows an SEM image of a
fiber strained at 50%, and Figure 4c shows the average length
of shells and spacings between the cracked shells at different
strains. As the fiber was strained, more and shorter PdNP shells
were induced with longer cracks. Cracks were formed because
of the different mechanical properties of the core and shell,
resulting in the increase of electrical resistance.40 Figure 4d
shows an SEM image of a nanoscale crack generated on a fiber
surface. It can be seen that the crack length is not uniform
along the surface. This can result in partial crack connection
under H2 gas, owing to the shift of shells on elastomers, which
can result in a few nanometer-sized cracks.51 Based on this
mechanism, the response was different when H2 gas was
applied to the strained fiber, depending on the crack length
and the electrical path between the shells of the fiber. Figure 4e
shows a simplified circuit model for the H2-sensing
mechanism. The PdNP/PU composite shells were aligned in
a zigzag formation with a nonuniform crack length. There were
Ni cracks of length di and electrical resistance Rc. Assuming
that cracks having a length lower than the threshold value of dT
are closed when H2 is introduced, the ratios of the closed
cracks are as follows:

= =
∑ −

∑
r n N

Nu d d

N
/

( )i i i

i i

T

(2)

where u(dT − di) is a unit step function and N is the total
number of cracks. Equation 2 can be rewritten using a
normalized probability distribution of the crack length p(x) as

∫=
−∞

r p x x( )d
dT

(3)

We can assume that p(x) has a normal distribution with an
average crack length of d = d0 + δε, where d0 and δ are
constants and ε is the applied strain. The standard deviation is
σ. Equation 3 can then be calculated as
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where erfc(x) is a complementary error function (see the
Supporting Information).
The resistance of the repeating segment is RAir in air and RH2

in the H2 environment. The total resistance after H2 exposure
is a parallel connection of R′Air and n segments of RC, where
R′Air is the resistance when RAir is exposed to H2, and can be
written as
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where R′C = RC/N is a constant. The theoretical response can
be calculated from eqs 1, 4, and 5 as
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which well fits the experimental data shown in Figure 4g. A
finite element method (FEM) simulation was also used to
predict the behavior of the sensor under various applied
strains. The PdNP/PU composite shells were modeled as two-
dimensional plates connected in a zigzag shape using the
parameters obtained from Figure 4c. The nonuniform crack
was modeled using perpendicular cracks of different heights.
The shells were then expanded to model the PdNP/PU
composite expansion under H2 exposure. Figure 4f shows the
FEM results for the strain-free fiber and for the 20% strained
fiber in air and H2 environments. The arrows show the
direction of the electrical current, and the size is proportional
to the current density. Most of the current flows along the
shell. However, under an H2 environment of low strains, some
of the small cracks can be connected, leading to the current

flowing over the crack. By using the geometrical effect obtained
from the FEM simulation, the results are fitted in Figure 4g,
showing the agreement of tendency with the experimental
values. The FEM results show a much steeper curve because
we used a finite number of cracks for the model. Above 70%
strain, the response of the fiber showed a different tendency
that slightly increased. At a low strain range, fewer cracks and
the electrical paths were formed in the air. Thus, as the strain
increased, the H2 gas response decreased due to disconnected
Pd shells. At a high strain range, however, the volume
expansion of the Pd shells due to the reaction with H2 has
more effect on conductivity. Thus, few electrical paths with
high strain caused a large resistance change in the fiber exposed
to H2 gas. This induced an increase in response (Figure 4h,i).
Figure 4j shows that the response decreased up to 70% strain
and then increased over more strain until 110%.

Crack Effect upon Strain Application. When the applied
strain was released, interesting findings were observed. Figure
5a shows the H2 gas response of a newly fabricated fiber for 10
stretching−releasing cycles at 50% strain. The electrical
resistance of the fiber in air increased because of the repeated
straining. Additionally, the H2 response of the strain-free-fiber
increased after repeated stretching−releasing cycles. The

Figure 5. (a) Response of the fiber multimodal sensor when exposed to H2 gas for 10 stretching−releasing cycles at 50% strain. (b) Schematic
illustration and (c) real image of the fiber multimodal sensor connected to a μ-ILED on industrial safety clothing, reading “safety first.” (d) Image
showing the flexibility of the μ-ILED device. (e) Image of the μ-ILED when exposed to H2 gas.
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results show that the response of the H2 gas sensitive fiber did
not degrade but rather enhanced under repeated strain fatigue.
The fiber-type sensor showed good durability against repeated
H2 exposure and strain, which makes it suitable for wearable
H2 gas detection. Initially, the sensing performance of the
sensor may appear unstable as the stretching/releasing motions
change the sensitivity of the sensor. However, this phenom-
enon could be solved through continuous stretching cycles.
This can be explained by the crack structure and electrical
paths that are formed within the initial and strain-damaged
samples. Initially, the number of cracks in the fiber was limited.
When the fiber was repeatedly strained, the number of cracks
increased, ultimately leading to an increase in the electrical
resistance and response size. The more and more cracks
formed by repeatedly strain-damaging increased both the basic
resistance in air (∼100 MΩ) and the resistance in H2 (∼500
kΩ). At the same time, the amount of change in the resistance
was also very large. Therefore, the H2 sensitivity of the sensor
could be improved because the more the cracks, the lower the
H2 responded resistance compared to the basic resistance in
air. Similar results were previously observed by stretching Pd
thin films on PDMS. However, the PU/PdNP composite
cracks showed smaller, more random, and more irregular
structures compared with the Pd film, enabling H2 gas
detection under strain application and making its properties
easier to tune according to the level of the strain applied. We
intend to demonstrate the performance of the fiber sensor
highly damaged by repeated stretching through the following
application.
Use of Stretchable H2 Gas Sensors in Wearable

Applications. We used the high response of the highly
damaged fiber for the visualization of H2 gas detection. Figure
5b,c shows a schematic and the real image of the fiber
multimodal sensor connected to a μ-ILED integrated into
industrial safety clothing for H2 gas leakage warnings. We
chose the highly damaged fiber having high response for this
specific test. The fiber was connected to a μ-ILED via
serpentine-shaped electrodes to reduce damage from the
external mechanical stimulation.52 Figure 5d and Movie S2
show that the device is stable under both bending and torsion,
making it suitable for wearable applications. Figure 5e shows
the image of the μ-ILED before and after H2 exposure. Prior to
exposure, the μ-ILED was off, and only 10 nA current was
detected. When exposed to H2 gas, the current gradually
increases to 70 μA and the μ-ILED turned on after a few
second delay (Figure S6 and Movie S3). The μ-ILED could be
turned on and off by detecting H2 gas exposure under external
strain on the fiber for several cycles. Additionally, the activation
of μ-ILED can be enhanced by using repeatedly strained fiber,
which exhibits a large change in the resistance. As expected, it
was confirmed that the fiber multimodal sensor connected to
clothes showed an appropriate performance compared with
those of the commercial H2 gas sensors (Movie S4).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we developed a fiber multimodal sensor
comprising a conductive PdNP/PU composite shell. The
fiber sensor was successfully prepared by incorporating PdNPs
in the outer shell of the PU fiber via a simple solution process.
The developed sensor showed −27.3% response at 10% H2
and −0.75% response at 5 ppm H2 while maintaining the H2
gas response at applied strains up to 110%. The change in the
resistance of the fiber in H2 gas was affected by two factors: the

PdNP/PU composite effect and geometrical effect. The
experimental results were in agreement with the theoretical
and FEM simulation results. Repeated straining−releasing
cycles revealed that the response size increased because of the
newly generated cracks. Under the repeated strained case, the
fiber lost its conductivity in air and recovered its conductivity
when exposed to H2 gas. In addition, the fiber multimodal
sensor was converted into a functional wearable H2 gas
detector in clothing, having a connecting μ-ILED for visual
alerting. We believe that this research provides the potential for
future advancements in wearable sensors and textile
electronics.

■ METHODS
Fabrication of the Fiber-Type Stretchable Multimodal

Sensor. PU fiber (Taekwang Industrial Co. Ltd.) was used to
produce resistive fibers. Pd trifluoroacetate (Pd(CF3COO)2, 97%,
Alfa Aesar) (20 wt %) was dissolved in IPA (99.5%, Duksan Pure
Chemicals). The polymer fiber was immersed in the precursor
solution for 30 min and dried in open air for 10 min on a
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) dish. Several droplets of 50%
hydrazine hydrate (N2H4·xH2O, N2H4 50 ∼ 60%, Sigma Aldrich)
diluted in ethanol (99.9%, Duksan Pure Chemicals) were added onto
the fiber for 10 min to chemically reduce Pd ions. The sample was
then rinsed with deionized water and dried in open air.

Fabrication and Test of the μ-ILED Device. A glass slide (50 ×
35 × 1 mm3) was coated with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA,
MicroChem, USA), which served as a sacrificial layer to facilitate
coating other films. Spin casting and thermal curing (2 h at 250 °C in
a vacuum oven) of a polyimide film (HD Microsystems, USA;
thickness: 2 μm) yielded an overcoat on the PMMA. The μ-ILED
(300 × 300 × 2 μm3; lab-built from an AlInGaP epitaxial wafer) was
transfer printed onto a glass substrate coated with layers of a
photocurable epoxy (SU-82002; MicroChem, USA; thickness: 2 μm)
from μ-ILED arrays using a PDMS stamp (Sylgard 184; Dow
Corning, USA) and a mask aligner (MDA-400S; MIDAS SYSTEM,
Korea). Negative photoresist (SU-82002; MicroChem; thickness: 2
μm) was spin coated to define the electrical contact area pattern for μ-
ILED electrodes. The bilayers of Cr (7 nm)/Au (200 nm), formed by
electron beam evaporation and patterned by photolithography, were
metal-etched to create the interconnections of the device and
electrical lead-out. A final layer of the spin-cast negative photoresist
(SU-82002; MicroChem; thickness: 2 μm) was passivated isolating
the devices. Next, multiple polymer layers (epoxy-epoxy-PMMA)
were etched from regions not protected by the masking layer via
reactive ion etching (100 mTorr, 20 sccm O2, and 150 W for 20−30
min). The PMMA layer was undercut to allow the release for
subsequent integration with the fabric coated with a sticky elastomer
(Silbione RT Gel 4717 A/B; Bluestar Silicone, France).

Characterization. The surface morphologies were examined using
a JEOL JSM-7001F field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM) equipped with an EDS. FTIR results were obtained using a
Bruker Vertex 70 in the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode.
XRD results were obtained from a Rigaku SmartLab equipped with a
Cu target X-ray tube. TGA results were obtained using a TA
Instrument Q50 at 20 °C/min in N2 gas. All electrical measurements
were performed using a Kiethley 2400 source meter. Initial fiber
lengths were fixed by placing the fibers on copper tapes having 2 cm
gaps. The stretching experiment was carried out using a custom-made
stretching machine (Figure S8). The samples were measured inside a
quartz tube chamber while diluted H2 gas (100 ppm, 0.5 and 10% in
N2), N2, and air (79% N2 and 21% O2) were inserted inside the
chamber with programmed ratios using mass flow controllers. FEM
simulation was conducted using COMSOL 5.0.
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